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Abstract—In this research work, our focus is on deployment
platforms to ensure scalability of web applications from really
low to really high loads. We study dynamic resource allocation
approaches to autonomously deploy and scale multiple web
applications on a given Infrastructure as a Service cloud. The
proposed approach provides automatic deployment and scaling
of web applications and cost-efficient resource allocation for the
application server and the database server tiers.

I. INTRODUCTION

Web applications are often deployed in a three-tier com-
puter architecture that consists of client, application, and
database tiers. Both the application and the database tiers
are implemented using a computer cluster to be able to
process many user requests simultaneously. Traditionally, these
clusters are composed of a fixed number of computers and are
dimensioned to serve a predetermined maximum number of
concurrent users. However, Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
clouds currently offer computing resources on demand, such
as storage and virtual machines (VMs), which can be used
to create a dynamically scalable server tier consisting of a
varying number of VMs.

Determining the number of VMs to provision for a cluster
is an important problem. The exact number of VMs needed
at a specific time depends upon the user load and the Quality
of Service (QoS) requirements. Allocating too little resources
will lead to subpar service, allocating too much resources will
lead to increased operation costs.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Our primary focus in this research work is on designing a
cost-efficient resource allocation approach for multi-tier web
applications in a cloud environment. However, the existing
literature on admission control [1], [2] and server consolida-
tion [3], [4] suggest that, for cost-efficiency, it is necessary to
augment resource allocation with admission control and server
consolidation mechanisms.

A. Cost-Efficient Resource Allocation

The main objective is to design dynamically scalable server
tiers to deploy and scale a large number of web applications of
varying resource needs. Thus, in addition to dynamic scaling
of the application server and the database server tiers, the

proposed dynamic resource allocation approach should also
provide automatic deployment and scaling of web applications.

With the contemporary IaaS offerings, provisioning of a VM
takes a considerable amount of time. Due to this inevitable
delay, handling of a sudden peak load becomes very chal-
lenging. Therefore, the resource allocation approach should
be augmented with a mechanism to handle VM provisioning
delay.

The cost-efficiency can be further improved if the resource
allocation approach supports deployment of multiple simulta-
neous applications on a single VM. Thus, at any given time,
an application may be deployed in zero, one or more VMs.
Popular applications would often be deployed in many VMs,
while sporadically used applications would not be deployed at
all in order to save resources.

B. Server Consolidation

When deploying and scaling a large number of applications
in a shared hosting environment, one of the main challenges
is to ensure that any underutilized VMs are consolidated
together in order to reduce the number of required VMs. VM
consolidation should migrate all active sessions from the least
loaded underutilized VMs to other existing VMs and then
terminate the least loaded VMs. This is achievable with the
support for live migration [4]. However, the main challenge
is to augment resource allocation with a server consolidation
mechanism [3], [4], which uses minimum number of VMs
with minimum number of migrations.

C. Admission Control

Resource allocation alone does not prevent servers from
becoming overloaded [1], [2]. One of the main reason is
that the load balancer may always direct some new ses-
sions to an already overloaded server. Another reason is the
VM provisioning delay, which may lead to over-admission.
Therefore for preventing servers from becoming overloaded,
resource allocation should be augmented with an admission
control mechanism. For improved QoS, the proposed admis-
sion control mechanism should provide adaptive session-based
admission control [2].



III. RELATED WORK

The existing works on dynamic resource allocation can be
classified into two main categories: Plan-based approaches and
control theoretic approaches. Ardagna et al. [5], TwoSpot [6],
Hu et al. [7], Chieu et al. [8], and Iqbal et al. [9] are plan-
based approaches, while Dutreilh et al. [10], Pan et al. [11],
and Patikirikorala et al. [12] are control theoretic approaches.
One common characteristic of all of these existing works is
that they use a dedicated hosting environment, where each VM
is used to deploy one particular application. Another common
characteristic is that they do not provide a separate mechanism
for scaling of individual web applications.

Server consolidation approaches, such as [3], [4], dynam-
ically reallocate VMs to physical nodes with the aim of
minimizing the total number of nodes. However, in our con-
text, we require VM consolidation, which should migrate all
active sessions from the least loaded underutilized VMs to
other existing VMs, thus releasing the least loaded VMs for
termination.

Admission control approaches, such as [1], [2], aim to
prevent server overloading under high load situations. One
common characteristic of these traditional approaches is that
they make decisions only on acceptance or rejection of in-
coming user load. In the context of cloud computing, it may
also be possible to allow incoming load to wait until new
VMs are provisioned or existing VMs become less loaded.
Therefore, there is an opportunity to develop an admission
control mechanism, which may choose between using an
existing VM or provisioning a new VM for each new user
session.

IV. PROPOSED APPROACH AND EVALUATION PLAN

We propose a dynamic resource allocation approach that
provides cost-efficient resource allocation for the application
server and the database server tiers. It also provides cost-
efficient resource allocation for multiple web applications,
while deploying and scaling multiple simultaneous applica-
tions on each VM. Moreover, for preventing servers from
becoming overloaded, the resource allocation is augmented
with an adaptive session-based admission control mechanism.
Similarly, the underutilization of VMs is minimized by pro-
viding a VM consolidation mechanism.

The proposed approach will be first validated by creating
discrete-event simulations. Once validated, it will be imple-
mented in a prototype, which will be deployed on an IaaS
cloud.

V. EXPECTED CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE PHD RESEARCH

The main expected contribution is a dynamic resource
allocation approach to create scalable server tiers for de-
ploying and scaling multiple simultaneous web applications.
Some more specific contributions include dynamic resource
allocation and deallocation algorithms, an adaptive session-
based admission control approach, an approach for automatic
load generation on web applications, and a VM consolidation
algorithm.

VI. OBTAINED RESULTS

The first outcome of this work is an approach for automatic
load generation for performance and scalability testing of
web applications called ASTORIA [13]. Dynamic resource
allocation with integrated admission control and server consol-
idation mechanisms is an ongoing research project. We have
been currently working on an approach to create dynamically
scalable application server tiers that deploy and scale multiple
web applications per VM [14].
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